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1. INTRODUCTION

The computer subsystem monitors the status of the receiver and its output signal; performs the necessary programmed calculations on the status and signal; manipulates the receiver's controls for proper operation of the receiver; and records the phase of the output signal. The overall system is shown in figure 1 and the computer subsystem is shown in figure 2.

The computer subsystem includes a minicomputer with a 16-bit word size, 32K words of core memory, and processing power adequate for the control of up to 15 receivers. It also includes input/output logic for the use of several computer peripheral devices and for input/output data for the receivers. The peripheral devices include two teletypewriters, a high-speed paper tape reader, and a magnetic tape unit. Interface logic is provided for a high-speed paper tape punch.

Each receiver provides three analog inputs to the receiver: Phase Difference, Amplitude, and Blank Percentage. The first two are from the receiver and the latter from the ADACS Interface.
Chassis. Each input is filtered to remove high frequency noise. The inputs are then multiplexed and the multiplexer output used with a sample and hold circuit as the input to a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter. The digital outputs of the converter are input data for the computer. The 15 receivers use 45 of the available 48 input channels.

Each receiver provides, via its ADACS unit, a 16-bit word of digital data to the computer. The real-time clock provides 2 words of time information and a wired connector plug is used to provide 1 word of information for the unit/detachment number. These words are multiplexed to provide a stream of 16-bit words to the computer. The 15 receivers (if that many are used), the 2 real-time clock words and the unit/detachment word use 18 of the 22 available digital input channels.

The computer program generates a 16-bit digital output word to send to each of the receivers via its ADACS unit. The 15 receivers use 15 of the available 16 digital output channels.

Interrupts from the receiver's ADACS units are "daisy-chained" to provide a single computer interrupt. The real-time clock provides one interrupt for seconds and another for minutes. The least significant bit from each cardioid unit is used with the Common Alarm circuit of the computer subsystem to generate an interrupt when the status of one of the cardioid units changes. These interrupts use 4 of the available 8 interrupts for the computer subsystem.
2. CONFIGURATION

The computer subsystem requirements were specified, and the MODCOMP III computer was selected. In the following descriptions of the system the MODCOMP model number is given for each of the features and attachments (see figure 2).

2.1 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)

The CPU, a MODCOMP III, is a general-purpose, 16-bit digital computer mounted in a 19-inch wide rack enclosure with the necessary power supplies for use on 117 volt a.c. The CPU contains an arithmetic unit, a read-only memory for the instruction controls, a 32K word core memory, 15 general registers, 8 priority interrupt levels, an operator's console, and a built-in controller for a teletype unit and a high speed paper tape reader.

Logic was added to provide hardware multiply and divide (model number 3503). The core memory uses 4 sections of 8K words (model number 3608) for a total of 32K words, with byte parity (model number 3606) for the detection of memory errors. A power-fail-safe and automatic start feature (model number 3739) feature was added to protect against power failures. "Direct Memory Processor" for automatic block transfers (model number 3704) was provided.

2.2 PERIPHERAL DEVICES

Several peripheral devices are attached to the computer for operator use. An ASR-35 console Teletypewriter (model number 4235) is attached using the computer's built-in control logic. The ASR-35 contains a keyboard, a page printer, a paper tape reader, and a paper tape punch. The printer, reader and punch are relatively
slow devices. All of the devices use USASCII code.

An ASR-28 console typewriter is also attached to the computer. It is similar to the ASR-35 in its general features, but uses 5-bit Baudot code. It is attached to the computer by an asynchronous communications interface (model number 4810).

A high-speed paper tape reader (model number 4511) capable of 625 characters per second is attached to the computer using the computer's built-in controller.

A magnetic tape unit (model number 5149) for 7 track, 25 inches per second, 556/800 bit-per-inch magnetic tape using 10.5-inch reels is attached to the computer using the peripheral controller interface (model number 4901). The latter is designed to permit the attachment of a high-speed paper tape punch and up to two other input/output controllers.

2.3 RECEIVER INTERFACING

The analog and digital data to and from the receivers is interfaced with the computer via the Connector Panel and the I/O interface subsystems. The Connector Panel provides a common point for the connection of the cables from the various receivers and the real-time clock. Card plugging for the interface subsystems is shown in figure 3.

The three analog input lines for each receiver are filtered to remove high frequency noise and harmonics of the 60 hertz power. Each filter unit (model number 1224) contains filters for 16 lines and uses a cutoff frequency of 148 hertz. The analog lines are multiplexed on the multiplexer gate cards (model number 1210). The
output from the multiplexing is used with a sample and hold circuit as the input to the analog-to-digital converter. The output of the analog-to-digital converter is a 12-bit digital for the computer. For more details on the 1200 interface subsystem, see the manufacturer's technical manual on the Analog Input Subsystem 1200.

The 16 digital bits from each receiver's ADACS unit to the computer enter the interface subsystem logic via the Connector Panel. From there the bits are sent to a digital input channel card (model number 1124 in the 1100 chassis), which provides the signal conditioning. The 16 digital bits and flag pulse to each receiver's ADACS unit from the computer leave via the digital output channel card (model number 1131 in the other 1100 chassis), which drives the lines through the Connector Panel to the ADACS units. The flag pulses are generated by 1101 cards that have been modified to produce 10 microsecond pulses. Only one interrupt line is received from the ADACS units, as the interrupts are "daisy-chained". This interrupt enters via the Connector Panel to an I/O Interrupt Coupler card (model number 1161). For more details, see the manufacturer's technical manual on the I/O Interface Subsystem 1100.

3. REFERENCES

The manuals for the various units of the computer subsystem contain detailed descriptions and diagrams. Programs supplied with the computer are also described in the manuals on programming.
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### ABSTRACT

This manual contains a description of the computer subsystem used to control the operation of the receivers in the U System. The diagrams show the connection of the computer subsystem to the other units in the system, the arrangement of the components within the computer subsystem, and the card locations in the I/O interface portion of the computer subsystem.